‘Appreciation’ Program
In 2012 Thirty-One will be launching their ‘Thirty-One Gives’ program. With Thirty-One
giving so much back to communities across the country I wanted our team to follow in their foot steps!
I have pondered how our team can give back and not just to my local community, but to several of
OUR communities. We are a TEAM and I want us to support our communities like a TEAM!
I hope you enjoy the program I have developed, but mostly I hope you will participate in this experience.

Who Do You Know?
Send me a summary of a lady you know that could use an ‘Appreciation’ Gift.
The summary can be as long or short as you see necessary. I will need it to be emailed to me,
sarasaleet@charter.net, by December 25th! This lady can be someone that goes over and beyond in her
community. Maybe she is the mom who has 5 kids, works full-time and juggles a hectic schedule with ease. This lady
could be suffering from an illness and just needs a pick-me-up. She may be a lady that comes from a domestic
violent situation and needs to know we support her. This person may have lost her job, is on a mission to seek
employment and could use a nice handbag for interviews. She may be someone that lost everything to a house fire.
Maybe she struggles to make ends meet month after month. I just want you to identify someone that
you, a friend, relative or customer knows that could use OUR appreciation!

‘Appreciation’ Gift
After reviewing the summaries with my husband, Emmett and my mother, Gail we will choose 10 ladies
to receive a gift. This gift includes ALL of the Thirty-One product you see on this flier, valued at $115 (with s&t)!!!

Presenting the Gift
Your only task aside from submitting the summary is to agree to deliver the gift to your chosen lady along with my
personal note. If she is in agreement I would love to have a picture, a video would also be great or both. I want to be
able to share this giving moment with our team and Thirty-One! If she does not agree to the picture or video, that is
okay too, but hopefully she will. I would also ask that you dress the gift up a little bit. I will be shipping the product
right to your house. My order will go in December 30th. So plan on delivering around the 2nd or 3rd week of
January. Thanks ladies and know that I APPRECIATE ALL OF YOU!!!!

